
one world, one parcel

PARCEL.ONE

the next level  
of cross border 



What makes us different

ONE Tracking
 
    Continuous tracking from First Label up to delivery 
    Link to the tracking page of the last mile carrier    
    Transparent tracking in the recipient‘s national language    

ONE Integration
 
    Complete integration in over 40 ERP & shop systems or via API 
    Plug & Play with our own Windows software from day one 
    Individual shipping setup with our Onboarding-Team
    

Not ONE Single Limit

    Swift and uncomplicated test phase 
    Add-on services that are not provided by national service providers  
    Real, client-specific shipping solutions
    Attractive shipping conditions starting from one parcel 
    Cost-effective self-injection or customized pick-up coordination 

ONE Cont(r)act
 
    One interface to all carriers    
    Processing of all clarification cases from one source within 24 hours
    Only one invoice for all carriers and products 

ONE Label
 
    One label standard for all countries and products (letter, parcel, return)
    Optional classification of each individual shipment according to geo-data  
    No pre-sorting by the dispatch warehouse necessary

click

click

click
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https://parcel.one/en/tracking?trackno=4015000023634&zip=399-9301
https://parcel.one/label
https://parcel.one/en/p1-integrations
https://parcel.one/contact


Our #CrossBorder in Numbers

Our TOP 50 shippers shipped through us in 2020 to almost all 
EU countries and at least 24 non-EU countries, which corre-
sponds to 20% of all countries worldwide.  

The TOP 3 shippers even shipped to at least 80 non-EU 
countries and all 27 EU countries, which corresponds to 45% 
of all countries worldwide.

Not familiar with the needs and wants of your 
international recipients?  

You require individual delivery options for 
your customers that only local competitors 
offer?

Are you reluctant to commit to a contract?

You want long-term price stability?

You want attractive prices, but don‘t have 
any quantities yet? 

You also need a solution for your product 
world for small items or consignments with a 
low value of goods?

You don‘t want to sacrifice your internal pro-
cesses and still have an individual shipping 
setup? 

Use our know-how and benefit from our  
routing. 

Ask us about the individual setting options 
when selecting the final delivery partner and 
their delivery options. 

Arrange a test phase before you decide.  

Let‘s talk about a duration. 

Benefit from the consolidation of 1,000+  
senders from your first shipment on.

Maybe our Eco- or Letter category national/
international will suit you.

We understand that. That‘s why we are happy 
to adapt our processes.
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PARCEL.ONE GmbH

Am Pfahlgraben 4-10    

35415 Pohlheim-Garbenteich

sales@parcel.one 

+49 6404 80292-70

 

www.parcel.one/en

PARCEL.ONE, founded in 2017, is a global logistics provi-

der specialising in cross-border shipping of B2C and D2C 

Letter and Parcel shipments. 

 

At the German location in Pohlheim, shipments and returns 

from 1,000+ EU and non-EU shippers are processed on 

12,000 sqm.   

 

For each individual consignment, the best possible combi-

nation of over 400,000+ shipping combinations is selected 

after the geodata has been recorded. The optimal delivery 

service provider is determined from 45+ connected last mile 

carriers or networks and the consignment is handed over 

to them. The organisational effort for shippers, brands and 

manufacturers is significantly reduced when it comes to 

the best possible service for the recipient in the respective 

destination country. Why numerous software integrations, 

different carrier labels, own consignment sorting or direct 

injection into the various destination countries when it could 

also be simpler?  

Next Level: One integration & One label for all options. 

PARCEL.ONE simply reduces complexity, gives you more 

options and is, by the way, also ecological. P
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mailto:sales%40parcel.one?subject=Anfrage%20-%20Versand%20mit%20PARCEL.ONE
https://parcel.one/en/contact
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